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Managed Business Signatures

The multi award-winning Exclaimer Signature Manager for Outlook is designed to achieve 
consistent, up-to-date professional client communications right across a business. 

Exclaimer Signature Manager (Outlook Edition) reduces the time required to create professional, consistent and up-
to date external communications are with the latest promotions. It allows for the creation of signature delivery  rules 
and department policies, while also giving Marketing new tools to create leads. KJL have been delivering Exclaimer 
to clients for the last 5 years. Over this period we have planned, setup and deployed to 1000’s of end users. We 
are able to integrate into Active Directory for policy controlled deployments and create marketing banners to help 
deliver professional and consistent messaging across the business and get your message to your customers.

Try it out first - for FREE!
Exclaimer Signature Manager 
Outlook Edition is available 
to merchants and service 
providers for 90 days. To claim 
your free trial please just 
contact us directly on 01268 
627111 and we will provide a 

link to get started.

Protect your brand with the latest Marketing Designs.
Create, design, deploy – Design Custom email signatures from 
scratch or use the extensive template library.

Multiple signatures for users – Allow users to manually choose 
which email signature they want to use for different emails.

Different signatures for different departments. Rules let you 
define exactly which users get which signatures. Let the marketing 
team highlight an upcoming event, while giving finance the chance to 
highlight your organization’s payment terms.

Why choose Exclaimer?
Since it was first released in 2009, Exclaimer has 
been the proud recipient of many awards globally. 
This includes endorsements from executive 
communities and  voted for by users within the IT 
and Marketing industries. Today, seven years later, 
it remains the most effective tool on the market for 
managing signatures throughout an organisation.
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Other options: Exchange and Office 365 Versions

Exclaimer: Hosted Exchange Edition

Added at the server level - As email pass through the Exchange server, they get ‘stamped’ with an email signature, 
dependent on rules you have defined. Simpler signature designs for internal emails - Include more useful information 
for employees such as internal extension numbers or a location within an office. Different designs for email replies 
- Stop email conversations getting flooded with signatures by creating a smaller design to include only the user’s 
name, job title and phone number. Test before you send - Make sure all of your email signature policies work before 
you deploy them using our integrated Policy Tester.

Exclaimer: Office 365 Edition
Signatures for Office 365 comes equipped with a library of professional 
email signature templates. You can even create a signature as bitmap 
graphic with embedded web links. Anything is possible – There is 
no end to how many email signatures you can create. We can even 
design custom signatures for you if you can’t see a template you like, 
including special designs for individual users, different languages, 
different groups/departments.

Unlocking the potential of Email Signatures

One dedicated console. No local installs or Outlook 
Add-ins required. One workstation can easily manage 
and distribute all organisational email signatures. 

Update signatures in a single click. Once a template is 
saved, it automatically updates the selected groups

Text, images and dynamic templates.
Different email signatures for teams. (via AD)
Multiple email signatures from drop-down menu.
Promotional banners and social media sharing.
Control communication font and design guidelines.

License Type  Price  SMA (1 Year)  SMA (3 Years)

10 Users  £89.00 £25.00  £55.00

100 Users  £395.00 £79.00  £179.00

250 Users  £795.00 £159.00  £359.00

500 Users  £1,135.00 £230.00  £519.00

1000 Users  £1,420.00 £285.00  £639.00 

Simple Pricing
To make life as easy as possible 
our pricing is based on the 
number of users. This pricing 
is based on a local setup.

Purchasing the SMA Software 
Maintenance Allowance (SMA) 
ensures full product support, 
integration options and access 
to all future updates. 


